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Cart Lifts - Models Tilts, Lift & Rotates, Lift & Tilts

Operator Lifts - Models Line Side, Paint Booth

                                       Compensate for  
                           different operator heights to 
increase efficiency by lifting the associate to a 
correct ergonomic height.  Explosion proof and 
contaminant proof for paint spray booths. Also, the 
Herkules operator lift is only 4" when lowered which 
eliminates the need for expensive floor pits.

Industrial Product Guide 

Position the dunnage carts for the 
associates by lifting, lifting & rotating, tilting, 
or lifting & tilting the dunnage. Herkules 
patented direct lifting air bag all but  
eliminates load bounce and eliminates the need 
for maintenance that is required 
                    by hydraulic lifts. Herkules also 
                    offers semi-locking mechanisms 
                    to safely retain the cart onto 
                    the lift to prevent accidental 
                    tip over.
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Lift & Tilts - Models Low Profile, High Capacity
The industry standard for leading assembly and 
manufacturing plants around the country.                   
                             Herkules lift & tilts are only 8"  
                             when fully lowered, which allows 
                             for increased packing density. The 
                             direct lifting air bag all but 
                             eliminates load bounce found in 
                             competing air lift tables

Lift & Rotates - Models Low Profile, High Capacity

                          As the premier lift & rotate on  
                        the market today, the Herkules 
                       VR-960 model is in high demand by top 
producing automotive plants and tier-one suppliers.  With
a High Grade Slewing Bearing that never breaks and 
rotates with extreme ease, this lift is in a class of its own. 
Also features 7" lowered height for increased pallet 
density.

Power & Rotates - Models 1,2,3,4,5 & 6 Positions

Provide the associate 
with a continuous supply 
of dunnage to maximize output and decrease waiting 
time. Replacing antiquated air bearing 
technology with a Herkules spiral gear drive, reduces 
plant air consumption and allows for a more accurate 
start & stop motion. This system will outlast even the 
best built air bearing rotate 
on the market today.
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Carts - Models Push Carts, Tugged Carts
Reduce fork truck use with the use of high 
quality long lasting carts that can be hand pushed 
or power tugged. With Herkules joint ventures with 
mass producing cart suppliers, Herkules can provide 
both the carts and the cart 
          lifts for your fork truck free applications. 
          Custom mating between the cart and the 
          cart lift allows for unparalleled safety and 
          smooth operation. Ask about the cart 
          present switch for additional safety.

Super Duty Lifts - Models Low Profile, Mobile

        When high capacity, low profile,
     and safety are important the 

choice is clearly Herkules. 
When your application requires the lifting of an extremely heavy load, Herkules has the solution with our 

direct lifting air bag. Rated for at least 250,000 cycles, and with a low profile of only 6", no other air or 
hydraulic lift can compete with our VX series lifts. Also inquire about the various built in safety features 

available.

Conveyor Lifts - Models Low Profile, High Duty Cycle
Herkules conveyor lifts simply out last 
any air or hydraulic lift on the market 
today.  Herkules lifts can be rated for up to a 
million cycles with a high duty cycle package, by 
far outlasting similar hydraulic lifts that require 
maintenance on their electric motors, pumps, 
fluid 
reservoirs and 
cylinders. 
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Manual Rotates - Models 1,2,3,4,5 & 6 Positions Carts
Rotate 360 degrees with the assistance of the 
operator for ergonomic pallet positioning. Load 
and unloading strain is reduced and push pull forces 
are minimized with the 
          use of a high-grade precision bearing. 
          Used as single load position or multi-load 
          position system. Maintenance free 
          and effortless rotation.

Precision Lifts - Models Ball Screw & Belt Drive
Custom designed for precision
control, incredible repeatability,
safety and accuracy.  Call on Herkules 
to provide you with a precision lift when a 
pneumatic lift or a hydraulic lift will not 
work for your important lifting project. From 
complete stand-alone lift systems, to integrated lift modules, 
no project is beyond the scope of Herkules.

Custom Lifts - Models Low Profile, Heavy Duty

              When a standard off the shelf lift 
              will not fit your application, call on 
              Herkules to modify our patented lifts to fit 
your needs. From high travel, to enormous top platforms, 

Herkules has the answer that you can not find from mass 
distribution lift table suppliers. You are only one call away 

from getting exactly what your lifting application requires.
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Available Options - Configurations & Components
Herkules offers all the safety equipment and components to meet the standards 
of even the most safety conscious automotive plants.
Lockout Valves, Filter Regulators, Check Valves, Joystick or Foot controllers, Push Button 
Automation, Air Brakes, Spring Detents, Risers, Retaining Corners, Safety Skirting, Anchor Lag Points, 
Solenoid Valves...and many more

About Herkules - The History
Herkules expanded its lifting solutions to industrial applications in 2001 , creating a series of 
unique, versatile pneumatic material handling lifts that greatly improve ergonomic working conditions. An 
ideal lift system for integration, these uniquely capable and adaptable lifts are now being used by Toyota, 
Kenworth, Caterpillar, Daimler Chrysler, Honda, Nissan and other leading manufacturers.
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